ling(2) has treated Abel summability and Pollard, [4] , the (R, 2) method.
However their results may be extended to a large class of summability methods which are quite easy to describe. (Some of our theorems are new even for the Abel and (R, 2) cases.) Definition .
A function ££7.' is a "spectral kernel" if &(0) = 1 and k(x) = f\x\k'(y)dy where fe'£7A (We shall consider k' extended to negative arguments as an odd function.) Set $*(/) =/exp ( -itx)k(hx)<f>(x)dx. Taking the limit as h->0 gives a regular summability method. Theorem 1. If k is a spectral kernel, $/,(/)->0 uniformly in any closed set at positive distance from A(c/>). More precisely, if t is at a distance 5 from A(<£), |^*(0| go_1i'(5»_1)||$||oo where v depends only on k and ij(t)->0 a5 r-> oo .
Proof. It suffices to establish the inequality for t = 0. We assume the open interval ( -8, S) does not meet A(c6). From this it follows, as we shall see in a moment, that if gEL1 and g(t) = hr^hrH) in \t\ S 5 then $A(0) =fk(hx)<p(x)dx = fg(x)<p(x)dx. Given /£T,\ let VT(?) =inf ||g||i, where g(t) = f(t) in |*| S r. Clearly |**(0)| g Vs{h-lk(h~H)} ■ \\<p\\x; however Vi{h~1k(h-1t)}=h-1VSh-1(k)=h-1Vth-'{(-U)-1k'}.
By Sz-Nagy's generalization of Bohr's inequality, [5] , Vr{ (-it)-1!} =(^/2t) VT(f) for any f£L1.
Hence Vs{ h-lk(h~H)} S(Tr/28)Vsh-'(k'). Also^for fGL\1Vr(f)-^0 as r->oc. 
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The statement of the theorem has v(r) = (tr/2) V,(k'). To see the equality used at the beginning of the proof observe that if X> 1, the function </>(-Xx) has its spectrum interior to the set \t\ ^5. Since the Fourier transform of f(x) =k(hx) -g(x) vanishes on this set, i.e., on a neighborhood of the spectrum of <j>( -Xx), it follows from a corollary of Wiener's Tauberian Theorem, see for example [3] , that ff(x)<p(\x)dx -0. Letting X tend to 1 from above we have the desired equality.
For <£A(c/>), | <£*(<) | g/f'll&llill^lU. Neither this estimate nor the one of Theorem 1 can be improved as can be seen by taking </>(x)=T. However, these estimates are misleading as far as the average behavior is concerned. Parseval's relation yields
The corresponding analogue of Theorem 1 is the simpler result.
Theorem 2. Let k be a spectral kernel and As the set of points at distancê 5 from A(«p). Then {(2ir)-1fAi\^h(t)\2dt}1'iS5^ll2w(5h-1)\\^\\x where w depends only on k and w(r)->0 as r->oo.
Proof. The reasoning is similar to that of Theorem 1. Suppose gEL1 and
The infimum of f\g(x)\2dx taken over the set specified above is simply (2t)~* f\t\is\h~1k'(h~1t) \2dt = (2irh)-1fuliSh-'\k(t)\2dt. Set w2(t) = r ■ (2t)-1JUUt\ *k(t)\2dt. Then {(27r)-1/Aj|^"(<)|27/j1/2g5-1/2w(5/?-1)||</>|U, and since k(t)=o(t~1) as t->°c, w(t) =o(i) as t-><» .
Suppose fEL1, 4>EL°° and we form the convolution \p=fo(p. There arises the question of the equi-convergence of }(t)Qh(t) and
A statement equivalent to the first sentence of Theorem 1 is that if T is a closed set and/ is constant on an e-neighborhood of T then ^A and/3^ are uniformly equi-convergent in T. More interesting is the fact that if (1 + | x| )/(x)£7» and \imy "x(2y)-1 pLy\<p(x) \ dx = 0 then Vh and /<£>* are uniformly equi-convergent everywhere. However, no matter how rapidly |/| decreases at =o, ty/, and /4>n need not be equi-convergent everywhere.
In particular, let <p(x) =i sgn x and let /be arbitrary except that Theorem 3. Suppose k is a spectral kernel, 0£L", /(l +1 x|) |/(x) | dx < », and \p=fo<f>. Then "itn-J^h is uniformly bounded and ^h(t) -J(t)$n(t)-^0 as h->0/or all t with the exception of the null set where both t£A0(<p) and df/dt^O.
Proof. What we actually prove is that <frh(t)-f(t)$h(t)= -i(df/dt)- < oo, and \p =f o <p. Then f\ Vh(t) -J(t)$h(t) \ 2a7->0 a5 ra->0.
Next we turn to some questions in the converse direction from Theorems The solution is unpublished, but the idea is simple. One observes that it is sufficient to take a sequence of y's, say y = n', in the limit. Then by Plancherel's theorem one has a sequence of functions converging rapidly in the mean to zero. Such a sequence must also converge almost everywhere to zero. 1 and 2. An elementary result using few of the assumptions on k is this one.
Theorem 5. If for some e>0, Hm inf ftt~L\\&h(s)\ds = 0, then /£A(<£).
Proof. Choose/£L1 such that J(t) 9*0 and?(s)=0 ior \s-t\ ^e.
(27r)-J f exp (isx)$h(s)f(s)ds = j k(hy)<t>(y)f(x -y)dy.
Since k(hy)->1 boundedly as h->0, the right hand side converges to fo<f>.
Hence the left hand side converges, and our assumption ensures that the limit is zero. Thus/o0 = O; by definition A(<j>)CZ(f) so f£A(c6).
The succeeding theorem involves a hypothesis about uniqueness whose verification may be a difficult and delicate matter.
Definition.
The summability kernel k is of type ULX if (pEL'* and $h(t)->0 everywhere imply c/> = 0 almost everywhere. Combining Theorems 1 and 6 we have Corollary.
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 6, if$h(t) > 0 in an open interval, the convergence is uniform in each closed subinterval.
For a discussion of ordinary convergence, k(x) = l for |x| ^1, =0 for |x| >1, see [6] . In this case modifications of all the preceding theorems are valid under the hypothesis fxx+1\<f>(y)\dy = o(l) as |x[->=o. More generally, under some appropriate assumption of the form "<6 is asymptotically small," e.g., <f>(x) =o(l) or (pEL", q<<&, one can replace the requirement that k be a spectral kernel by the conditions: 
